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Search Console


Google Search Console is a free service offered by Google that helps you monitor, maintain, and troubleshoot your site's presence in Google Search results.
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My Business


Google My Business is a free and easy-to-use tool for businesses and organizations to manage their online presence across Google, including Search and Maps.
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AMP Pages


In the few years since AMP was launched, it is generally accepted that media sites do well on AMP.
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Search Engines


A search engine is software, usually accessed on the Internet, that searches a database of information according to the user's query.
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Google Analytics


Do you have a blog? Do you have a static website? If the answer is yes, whether they are for personal or business use, then you need Google Analytics.
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CDN Network


A content delivery network (CDN) refers to a geographically distributed group of servers which work together to provide fast delivery of Internet content.
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DNS Cloudflare


DNS is often referred to as the phonebook of the internet, when a user types a web address into their browser, DNS is what connects that user with the web site they are seeking.
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SEO Website


Great Content encourages people to link to your pages and shows Google™ your pages are interesting and authoritative. This leads to search engine success.
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Schema Code


One of the latest evolutions in SEO is called schema markup. This new form of optimization is one of the most powerful but least-utilized forms of SEO available today.
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Sitemap Management


If you own or maintain a website or intend to own one, wouldn't it be great if you get frequent visitors who find satisfaction in getting exactly the information they need from your page?
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PageSpeed


PageSpeed Insights (PSI) reports on the performance of a page on both mobile and desktop devices, and provides suggestions on how that page may be improved.
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Structured Data


Structured data is code in a specific format, written in such a way that search engines understand it. Search engines read the code and use it to display search results in a specific and much richer way.
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Technical Support


Maintenance and technical support services in IT infrastructure are currently considered as an important aspects business-related activities. IT infrastructure has changed itself into an essential business apparatus.
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Server Management


The most intimidating situation that an IT company can possibly be when they hear "Your Server is hacked!". While focusing on producing immaculate IT solution for the world.
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Systems


Our network engineers are well versed in system design, specification, migration, integration, security, upgrades and development of client-server technologies.
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Website Static


Websites that only use HTML and CSS are called static websites, and websites with scripting are called dynamic websites. When thinking about making your website.
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Website Dynamic


A website, or individual web page, can be static or dynamic. A static website contains information that does not change. It remains the same, or static, for every viewer of the site.
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Business Email


Business email is simply the email which you use specifically for your business. Normally, your business email address includes your company name within it such as yourname@companyname.com.
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Social Pages Management


Manage your social media accounts and their performance all from one integrated platform built for large teams. Streamline how you work and plan to optimize your social media marketing.
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Websites Management


The Websites must be created by multidisciplinary teams, with the purpose of offering punctual and useful information for Internet users.
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Network Management


Network management is a broad range of functions including activities, methods, procedures and the use of tools to administrate, operate, and reliably maintain computer network systems.
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Hosting Solutions


When entering an address into a browser, a server receives this request and returns the correct page. In a crowded site, this basic task may require a lot of work.
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SSL Certificate


SSL Certificates are small data files that digitally bind a cryptographic key to an organization’s details. When installed on a web server.
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UX Sketches


UX Sketching If you’ve done any sort of serious creative work, you are all too familiar with creative block. It feels like hitting a brick wall.
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UX Wireframes


The article presenting deeper insights into the topic of UX wireframing: definition, benefits, classification, tools and tips on design workflow.
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UX Prototypes


Prototypes typically created with a mixture of sketches, wireframes or mockups, prototypes depending on the project timelines and these are representations of the design.
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Mobile Applications


A mobile application, most commonly referred to as an app, is a type of application software designed to run on a mobile device, such as a smartphone or tablet computer.
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Alfailaq For Development Of Arab Projects, Professional, Server Management, Technical Support, Mobile Applications, Websites Management, Systems. PageSpeed, Schema, SSL, AMP, UX, SEO, hosting, Sitemap.
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